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Fiction

American Taliban. Pearl Abraham

The Consequences of Love. Sulaiman Addonia

Island Beneath the Sea. Isabel Allende

The Pregnant Widow. Martin Amis

Infamous. Ace Atkins

The Map of True Places. Brunionia Barry

Executive Intent. Dale Brown

Parrot and Olivier in America. Peter Carey

Till You Hear from Me. Pearl Cleage

Dead Shot. Jack Coughlin

All that Follows. Jim Crace

Men and Dogs. Katie Crouch

Whiter than Snow. Sandra Dallas

The Bride Collector. Ted Dekker

One Amazing Thing. Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni

The Poacher's Son. Paul Doiron

The Dead Republic. Roddy Doyle

Half Life. Roopa Farooki

Wedding Season. Katie Fforde

How Clarissa Burden Learned to Fly. Connie Fowler

Romancing Miss Bronte. Juliet Gabel

Chosen. Ginger Garrett

Coming of the Storm. W. Michael Gear

Heart of the Matter. Emily Giffin

The Killing Edge. Heather Graham

Reckless. Andrew Gross

The Good Son. Michael Gruber

The Red Thread. Ann Hood

Falcon Seven. James W. Huston

Eight Days to Live. Iris Johansen

Lessons in French. Laura Kinsale

The Marks of Cain. Tom Knox

Dead and Alive. Dean Koontz

Girl in Translation. Jean Kwok

Boys and Girls Like You and Me. Aryn Kyle

Heart of Stone. Jill Marie Landis

The Swimming Pool. Holly LeCraw

The Long Song. Andrea Levy

The Book of Spies. Gayle Lynds

The Man from Beijing. Henning Mankell

Beatrice and Virgil. Yann Martel

Love in Infant Monkeys. Lydia Millet

The Ark. Boyd Morrison

The Hand that First Held Mine. Maggie O'Farrell

The Invisible Bridge. Julie Orringer

The 9th Judgment. James Patterson

The King’s Gold. Arturo Perez-Reverte

This is Just Exactly Like You. Drew Perry

Fever Dream. Douglas Preston

The Good Man Jesus and the Scoundrel Christ. P. Pullman

Burning Lamp. Amanda Quick

Every Last One. Anna Quindlen

Savor the Moment. Nora Roberts

Montana Legacy. R. C. Ryan

Daughters of the Witching Hill. Mary Sharratt

Private Life. Jane Smiley

Husband and Wife. Leah Stewart

The Skorpion Directive. David Stone

Ilustrado. Miguel Syjuco

Once a Spy. Keith Thomson

Innocent. Scott Turow

The Lonely Polygamist. Brady Udall

The Heretic's Wife. Brenda Rickman Vantrease

Red Hats. Damon Wayans

Mystery

Liars All. Jo Bannister

Haunt Me Still. Jennifer Lee Carrell

The Shadow of Your Smile. Mary Higgins Clark

Wrecked. Carol Higgins Clark

The Spies of Sobeck. P.C. Doherty

Eye of the Red Tsar. Sam Eastland

Children in the Morning. Anne Emery

State Fair. Earlene Fowler

The Burying Place. Brian Freeman

This Body of Death. Elizabeth George

Hitman. Parnell Hall

Dead Head. Rosemary Harris

Dead in the Family. Charlaine Harris

The Third Rail. Michael Harvey

Without Mercy. Tony Hays

The God of the Hive. Lisa Jackson

A Question of Belief. Laurie R. King

A Question of Belief. Donna Leon
The Double Comfort Safari Club. A. McCall Smith
The Scent of Rain and Lightning. Nancy Pickard
The Ring of Death. Sally Spencer
The Nearest Exit. Olen Steinhauer
Deadline Man. Jon Talton
The Inheritance. Simon Tolkien
Shoot to Thrill. P.J. Tracy
A Twist of Orchids. Michelle Wan
Lucid Intervals. Stuart Woods

Science Fiction

Tales of the Otherworld. Kelley Armstrong
Not Less than Gods. Kage Baker
Changes. Jim Butcher
The Adamantine Palace. Stephen Deas
The Battle Sylph. L.J. McDonald
Imager. L.E. Modesitt, Jr.
Empire in Black and Gold. Adrian Tchaikovsky
A Mighty Fortress. David Weber
The Sorcerer's House. Gene Wolfe
Except the Queen. Jane Yolen

Nonfiction

005.369 Teach Yourself Visually Excel 2007. N. Muir
020 This Book is Overdue! Marilyn Johnson
152.41 The Age of Empathy. Frans De Waal
158 Real Life. Phil McGraw
158.1 The Nine Rooms of Happiness. Lucy Danziger
294.5 Cartwheels in a Sari. Jayanti Tamm
296.7 Have a Little Faith. Mitch Albom
296.74 Parenting with Fire. Shmuley Boteach
303.48 Everything is Miscellaneous. D. Weinberger
305.48 Sisters in War. Christina Asquith
324.973 Game Change. John Heilemann
330.973 The Big Short. Michael Lewis
333.7415 Rewilding the West. Richard Manning
342.7306 Crisis and Command. John Yoo
359.96 U.S. Marine Corps Aviation since 1912. P. Mersky
362.1969 Knockout. Suzanne Somers
362.8309 Half the Sky. Nicholas D. Kristof
378.73 The Great American University. J. Cole
473.21 The Penguin Latin Dictionary. R. Shorrock
509.73 Unscientific America. Chris Mooney
510.9 The Math Book. Clifford A. Pickover
551.312 A World without Ice. Henry Pollack
551.5 The AMS Weather Book. Jack Williams
582.16097 The Sibley Guide to Trees. David Sibley
598.864 Crow Planet. Lyanda Lynn Haupt
612.8 The Other Brain. R. Douglas Fields
613 Change Your Brain, Change Your Body. D. Amen
613.7 Revive. Frank Lipman
614.1309 The Poisoner's Handbook. Deborah Blum
615.902 Chasing Molecules. Elizabeth Grossman
616 Ask Dr. Marie. Marie Savard
616.042 The Language of Life. Francis S. Collins
616.042 It Takes a Genome. Greg Gibson
616.0472 Foods that Fight Pain. Neal D. Barnard
616.84982 I Can Make You Sleep. Paul McKenna
616.8526 Women, Food, and God. Geneen Roth
616.9944 No Family History. Sabrina McCormick
617.762 Fixing My Gaze. Susan R. Barry
618.2 You: Having a Baby. Michael F. Roizen
618.9289 We've Got Issues. Judith Warner
621.042 The Renewable Energy Handbook. W. Kemp
629.2275 Modern Motorcycle Technology. M. Clarke
631.5 The One-Straw Revolution. Masanobu Fukuoka
631.875 Composting. Nicky Scott
635 Starter Vegetable Gardens. Barbara Pleasant
635.049 What's Wrong with My Plant? D. Deardorff
635.9525 The Dry Gardening Handbook. O. Filippi
636.0887 Can We Have One? Lynn F. Buzhardt
636.5 Homemade Living. Ashley English
641.5 Good Eats. Alton Brown
641.5 The Gastrokid Cookbook. Hugh Garvey
641.5 Martha Stewart's Dinner at Home. Lea Greenwald
641.555 Jamie's Food Revolution. Jamie Oliver
641.56222 Top 100 Finger Foods. Annabel Karmel
641.5635 Now Eat This! Rocco Dispirito
641.56383 Eat Well, Feel Well. Kendall Conrad
641.815 Baking. James Peterson
646.21 Linen, Wool, Cotton. Akiko Mano
646.7 How to Walk in High Heels. Camilla Morton
646.78 Side by Side. Charles Sophy
646.79 Retirement Places Rated. David Savageau
646.79 How to Retire Happy, Wild, and Free. E. Zelinski
650.1 Getting To 50/50. Sharon Meers
650.1 Mandela's Way. Richard Stengel
650.14 You Majored in What? Katharine Brooks
658.872 Trust Agents. Chris Brogan
728.60945 Italian Rustic. Elizabeth Helman Minchelli
729.1 Design Ideas for Curb Appeal. Megan Connelly
745.1075 Good, Better, Best. Carol Prisant
745.2 Design Revolution. Emily Pilloton
745.56 Metal. Jose Antonio Ares
746.44 Sew Liberated. Meg McElwee
747.8831 Apartments. Mariette Himes Gomez
781.34 Music Theory for Computer Musicians. M. Hewitt
781.66 Nothing Feels Good. Andy Greenwald
782.1 Living Opera. Joshua Jampol
796.815 Secrets of the Samurai. Oscar Ratti
814.54  I'll Mature when I'm Dead.  Dave Barry
814.6  Hella Nation.  Evan Wright
822.33  The Boy Who Would Be Shakespeare.  D. Stewart
909.04924  The Ten Lost Tribes.  Zvi Ben-Dor Benite
909.09821  Threshold.  Thom Hartmann
909.825  The Dead Hand.  David E. Hoffman
910  Great Caves of the World.  Tony Waltham
929.1072  Who Do You Think You Are?  M. Smolenyak
929.44  A Dictionary of First Names.  Patrick Hanks
940.53  Unexplained Mysteries of World War II.  W. Breuer
940.5318  Remembering Survival.  C. Browning
940.5347  World War II behind Closed Doors.  L. Rees
940.54  Patton, Montgomery, Rommel.  Terry Brighton
940.54265933  Guadalcanal.  Eric Hammel
940.545973  The Pacific.  Hugh Ambrose
944.361  Americans in Paris.  Charles Glass
945.18207  Genoa and the Sea.  Thomas Allison Kirk
947.084  Trotsky.  Bertrand M. Patenaude
947.0842  The Great Terror.  Robert Conquest
951  China.  John Keay
951.056  Mao’s Last Revolution.  R. MacFarquhar
951.902  A Concise History of Korea.  Michael J. Seth
952  Japan.  Milton W. Meyer
956  The Arabs.  Eugene Rogan
958.741  Valley of Death.  Ted Morgan
966.7  Ghana.  Ettagale Blauer
966.9  Nigeria.  Ann Heinrichs
967.61  Uganda.  Ettagale Blauer
972.91  Cuba.  David K. Wright
973.7371  The Bonfire.  Marc Wortman
975.438  A Wall of White.  Jennifer Woodlief
983  Chile.  Michael Burgan
985  Peru.  Marion Morrison
986.6  Ecuador.  Joann Milivojevic

Biography

BELL  Claiming Ground.  Laura Bell
OBAMA  The Bridge.  David Remnick
POLK  A Country of Vast Designs.  Robert W. Merry
WINFREY  Oprah.  Kitty Kelley

Large Type

BIO PALIN  Going Rogue.  Sarah Palin
Pirate Latitudes.  Michael Crichton
Deception.  Jonathan Kellerman
Big Girl.  Danielle Steel

CD (Book)

158 Real Life.  Phil McGraw
248.842  The Way of the Wild Heart.  John Eldredge
305.8967  Strength in What Remains.  Tracy Kidder
330  Superfreakonomics.  Steven D. Levitt
332.024  Stopping Identity Theft.  Scott Mitic
636.8009  Homer’s Odyssey.  Gwen Cooper
650.14  48 Days to the Work You Love.  Dan Miller
814.54  When you are Engulfed in Flames.  D. Sedaris
915.81  The Places in Between.  Rory Stewart
941.501  How the Irish Saved Civilization.  T. Cahill
BIO COOPER  Dispatches From the Edge.  A. Cooper
BIO FELT  A G-man’s Life.  Mark Felt
BIO KIDD  Traveling with Pomegranates.  S. M. Kidd
BIO MAC  Maybe You Never Cry Again.  Bernie Mac

Where are You Now?  Mary Higgins Clark
Bleak House.  Charles Dickens
Plum Lovin’.  Janet Evanovich
Plum Lucky.  Janet Evanovich
The Christmas List.  Richard Paul Evans
Dead Heat.  Dick Francis
Fire and Ice.  Julie Garwood
Pearl Harbor.  Newt Gingrich
The Condition.  Jennifer Haigh
Up Close and Dangerous.  Linda Howard
Burn.  Linda Howard
Ice.  Linda Howard
Smooth Talking Stranger.  Lisa Kleypas
The Swan Thieves.  Elizabeth Kostova
The Suspect.  John Lescroart
Shopgirl.  Steve Martin
The Double Comfort Safari Club.  A. McCall Smith
Solar.  Ian McEwan
The Book of Fate.  Brad Meltzer
The Host.  Stephenie Meyer
Under the Radar.  Fern Michaels
Hide and Seek.  Fern Michaels
Up Close and Personal.  Christopher Moore
Fool.  Kate Mosse
Labyrinth.  Michael Palmer
The Second Opinion.  James Patterson
3rd Degree.  Elizabeth Peters
A River in the Sky.  Susan Elizabeth Phillips
What I Did for Love.  Douglas Preston
Blasphemy.  Anne Rice
Christ the Lord.  Michael Robotham
Lost.  Danielle Steel
Sisters.  Danielle Steel
Southern Lights.  Danielle Steel
Johnny Angel.  Danielle Steel
The Echelon Vendetta.  David Stone
The Widows of Eastwick.  
John Updike

The Christmas Secret.  
Donna Vanliere

The War of the Worlds.  
H.G. Wells

Revolutionary Road.  
Richard Yates

Playaway

636.7527 Marley.  
John Grogan

814.6 What the Dog Saw.  
Malcolm Gladwell

986.3 The Path Between the Seas.  
David McCullough

The Perfect Poison.  
Amanda Quick

Burning Lamp.  
Amanda Quick

Best Friends Forever.  
Jennifer Weiner

CD (Music)

COUNTRY My Heart.  
Martina McBride

COUNTRY Greatest Hits.  
Reba McEntire

FOLK Arkansas Traveler.  
Michelle Shocked

POP/ROCK Who Invited Roger.  
The Clintons

POP/ROCK Kinky.  
The Clintons

POP/ROCK Cracked Rear View.  
Hootie & the Blowfish

POP/ROCK R.  
R. Kelly

POP/ROCK Reggatta de Blanc.  
The Police

POP/ROCK Futuresex/lovesounds.  
Justin Timberlake

DVD

323.443 Jailed for Their Words.

551.46 Under the Sea.

598.0732 Winged Migration.

613.7046 The Barkan Method.

613.7046 Simply Yoga.

613.7046 Yoga to the Rescue.

618.24 Leisa Hart’s Fit Mama Prenatal Workout.

796.352 AJ Reveals the Truth about Golf.

917.984 Alone in the Wilderness.

920.72 Grey Gardens.

940.5318 The Last Days.

973.91 The 1930s.

978.6 Against the Darkness.

978.668 Butte, America.

BIO ALCOTT Louisa May Alcott.

The Alamo.

All the Right Moves.

Anastasia.

Anna Karenina.

Antonia’s Line.

Basic Instinct.

The Beiderbecke Tapes.

Behaving Badly.

Billy Elliot.

The Blind Side.

The Blues Brothers.

Breakfast at Tiffany’s.

A Bronx Tale.

Brothers.

Casablanca.

A Chorus Line.

Crazy Heart.

Driving Miss Daisy.

Eagle eye.

An Education.

Elf.

A Few Good Men.

Gandhi.

Germany Year Zero.

Gone Baby Gone.

Gosford Park.

The Great Debaters.

The Hanging Tree.

Hanging Up.

Honeymoon in Vegas.

The Host.

In the Loop.

Lost in Space.

The Lovely Bones.

The Men who Stare at Goats.

Nicholas and Alexandra.

Nosferatu.

Ocean’s Twelve.

Open City.

Paisan.

Rabbit-Proof Fence.

Sherlock Holmes.

The Silence of the Lambs.

Six Days, Seven Nights.

Stepmom.

The Thin Red Line.

Thirst.

Tristan + Isolde.

True Grit.

The Untouchables.

The Young Victoria.

CD-ROM

468.3421 Learn to Speak Spanish.

929.1 Family Tree Maker 2010.
626 East Main Street
Bozeman, MT 59715
406-582-2400

Hours:
Monday-Thursday 10:00-8:00
Friday & Saturday 10:00-5:00
Sunday 1:00-5:00 (Sept-May)

www.bozemanlibrary.org